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DK Osei Yaw ° GHANA
The collection of Poetry Installations´from DK Osei-Yaw´s 2013 AFRICAN
IMAGE- BAASA KRO exhibition sponsored by Goethe-Institut Ghana
combines both the internal and external qualities of texts which express and adress
a globalized African identity. Dk Osei-Yaw popularized Spoken-Word (Slam) Poetry in
Ghana between 2005 and 2010 from his days as a student of Psychology on the
University of Ghana Legon campus, through a series of Open-Mic sessions or events that
he organized and also headlined. Dk Osei-Yaw was and still remains a scout for Badilisha
Poetry Podcast project in Ghana, organized by Africa Centre in Cape-Town.
In 2012, DK Osei-Yaw led an open-street performance on food wich he created himself
to celebrate Ghana independence in the shopping area of Accra, called Osu Oxford
Street, sponsored by the Nubuke Foundation.
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In the centre of their common artistic work, using traditional stories and traditional craft
production procedures as a bridge between past and present,
between the modern society and their link to cultural values, symbols and myths in
post-indepence West Africa. The African cultural narrative is not only told but also sung,
and stories become knowledge and values that are transmitted from generation to
parallels or differences of the narratives in the different cultures of the artistes.
The work of the artistes entails multimedia, installation and language.

Constanze Nowak ° GERMANY
Constanze Nowak studied at the art college in Dresden. She uses mixed media in her
art work. Those included installations, videotypes and performative expressions.
Stories are described and visualized. The resulting artistic work looks like a describing
symbol and sign of her perception. In this manner, Constanze Nowak reacts to social
and vital events. In the installations „dreh dich, dreh dich rädchen...“ (2007) and
national stories, fairy tales and myth to describe her own emotional perception.
She grew up with these myths. They describe her cultures values. Fairy tales represent
a certain moral in every society and accompany us consciously or unconsciously and
from generation to generation. They always adapt to a modern perception.
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